In Chalkwell, Essex a family home has recently become the envy of everyone in the street.
The family first decided to build an extension to the rear of the property to create more space, but
they didn’t want to stop there.

After work had begun, the homeowners called local contractor Mack Build to help them really make
the property stand out.
Mackbuild were asked about options for renewing their roof. After looking at all the possible
solutions, it was decided that Andura Roofgard would be used to refurbish and protect their roof, as
this option offered the best value for the homeowner.

The process for the roof took nine days in total. It included a full clean, followed by a coat of Andura
biocide, before finally applying two coats of Andura Roofgard in the colour ‘slate grey’.
Susan from Mackbuild commented: ‘’James, Director of MACKBUILD spoke to Andre Mackie and we
recommended Andura roof coatings as we knew it was the best product on the market, James
provided colour samples and specification etc. and the clients were very pleased with the finish of
the roof areas, in fact they were over the moon with the whole thing.’’
Andura Roofgard has been independently tested by the Paint Research Association (PRA) who after
using the latest in accelerated weather testing concluded that Andura’ highly durable Roofgard will
protect against moss, lichen, acid rain and will remain stable in colour for at least 10 years.
Mackbuild are part of the Andura Registered Contractor scheme and so authorised to apply all
Andura products. They have years of experience in the industry, installing roof coatings in both
Australia and the UK to a professional standard.
For more information on Mackbuild you can call their head office on 01268792266 Or call James
Mackie 07738204173
Email: james@mackbuild.co.uk

